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REACTIVE POLYMER PAINT TREATMENT

WARRANTY
If at the time of purchasing this product your vehicle is new,
a lifetime warranty will apply. If at the time of purchasing this
product your vehicle is younger than 5 years of age, a lifetime
warranty will apply. If you have purchased a pre owned vehicle
over 5 years of age, then a 10 year pro rata warranty will be
given. The Warranty term on pre owned vehicle’s will be
defined by subtracting the manufacture age of a vehicle at
time of purchase from the maximum 10 year term. E.g vehicle
manufacture date is 6 years, then the warranty will be the
balance of the 10 years, being 4 years.
The warranty terms and conditions and exclusions for each
individual product are set out below:
Subject to the terms, conditions and exclusions detailed in this
warranty, The Reactive Polymer coating protects the vehicle’s
paint work from oxidation and fading, the damaging effects of
acid rain, road salt and pollution, as well as the negative
impact on the lacquer coating caused by bird life deposits,
Insect remains andtreeresin. It also guarantees a greater water
repellent effect compared to standard waxes and polishes.

THE WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER:
1. Damage to the vehicle’s paintwork caused by stone
damage from the road surface.
2. Damage caused by external factors, such as hail storms,
“acts of God”.
3. Damage caused by vandalism, vehicle accident or impact,
or alteration.
4. Damage or deterioration caused by scratching and hazing
generated by handheld brushes or automatic car wash
brushes.
5. Failure to follow the Care Instructions.

The
Permanent,
Performance
&
Protection
Warranty
commences from the Date of Product Application shown in
these
Warranty Terms & Conditions. Any claim under this
warranty must be lodged with Permagard or the authorised
dealer within 30 days from the fault appearing. Where In
reasonable opinion the coating has not prevented damage to the
vehicle in accordance with this Permanent, Performance &
Protection Terms & Conditions, Permagard warrants that it will,
free of charge, clean or repair (at its option) the damaged
section of the vehicle and will reapply the coating to the
damaged section, provided that the Warranty Terms & condition
have been observed. The Permanent, Performance & Protection
Warranty is transferable pending the following: The transfer must be
carried out within 30 days of ownership and is subject to a vehicle
inspection
carried
out
by
Permagard.
A
nominal
administration fee of $55 will be payable if the vehicle is
presented to a Permagard centre or $88 if mobile inspection is
required.
The Protection Brands Pty Ltd (“Permagard Automotive’)
Permanent,
Protection
Performance
Warranty
Terms
&
Conditions are contained in this document. Our goods come
with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian
Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for
a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably
foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the
goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable
quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. This
Permanent, Performance & Protection Warranty applies in
addition to any statutory rights or remedies that you may have,
including under the Australian Consumer Law. This Permanent,
Performance & Protection Warranty does not exclude, restrict,
limit or modify those rights or remedies, except to the extent that
their application may be lawfully excluded. To make a claim,
request
a
claim
form
at or 1800PERMAGARD. Warranty
escalations can be done so by contacting your local Honda
dealer.
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
“Looking after your vehicle and your investment”

EXTERIOR PAINT PROTECTOR
Wash your vehicle regularly (recommended
schedule is 2-3 weeks) using a pH neutral car
shampoo. It is recommended that you use either
the Honda Genuine Car Shampoo provided to you
at time of purchase.
Wash your vehicle in a cool, shady place; in
warmer climates, allow the metal of your vehicle to
cool prior to washing as a hot surface causes the
washing agents to evaporate quickly, leading to
water spotting.
Hose your vehicle before washing to dislodge
any loose dirt. Follow the instructions on the
car shampoo bottle. Use a good quality clean
sponge. Wash one panel at a time, then hose the
surface thoroughly with clean water. As dirt and
contaminates can become trapped in the sponge
(which can lead to scratches and swirl marks on the
paint surface), rinse the sponge with clean water
regularly. To avoid water spotting dry the surface
with a good quality chamois.

DO NOT use any waxes or polish on your vehicle
as these generally contain abrasive compounds
or degrease and solvents.
DO NOT use bore water to wash your vehicle. Bore
water often has a very high mineral & salt content
which will damage the paint protection.
Animal or vegetable matter (e.g bird droppings
and tree sap) should be removed as soon as
possible
in order to neutralise the corrosive effects of these
contaminants. Apply (undiluted) shampoo directly
to the affected area, allow the contaminant to
soften over night then rinse with clean warm water.
Do not use anything abrasive (e.g. scourers or
brushes) to remove such contaminants.
If the panels of your vehicle are re-sprayed,
repaired or replaced, the Permagard treatments
must be re-applied to those panels. Please call
1800PERMAGARD to discuss any reapplication
queries or to arrange reapplication.
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